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LIST results not visible for Anonymous

Status
- Open

Subject
LIST results not visible for Anonymous

Version
16.x Regression

Category
- Regression

Feature
Search
Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)
User Preferences
Addons

Resolution status
Please retest

Submitted by
Torsten Fabricius

Lastmod by
Xavier de Pedro

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) 🗓

Description
- a file gallery with images
- a wiki page
- both no categories and no object permissions applied
- a LIST plugin on a wikipage filter the gallery, show a slideshow

A Tiki15.1 and a Tiki(pre16)Trunk - both last week upgraded
On both sites the images from the gallery are super positively visible in all cases on wikipages or directly ex: example.com/display7

Permissions:
Tiki 15 => restricted permissions for Registered, minimal permissions for Anonymous
LIST on a wikipage show the slideshow

Tiki(pre16)Trunk => several setps from same as above until grant ALL permissions to Anonymous
=> in only one single case the slideshow is visible for Anonymous:
===> when Anonymous positively has applied tiki_p_admin
Even if all other permissions are granted and tiki_p_admin is not, Anonymous will not see the slideshow, despite the Registered user or group member can indeed have limited access and still see the LIST and things can be worked out with category perms.

Just Anonymous needs tiki_p_admin to be able to view the LIST result/output (at least with
template=carousel).

Importance
10 high

Priority
50

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼

Ticket ID
5964

Created
Tuesday 31 May, 2016 08:08:05 GMT-0000
by Torsten Fabricius

Last Modif
Friday 02 December, 2016 08:53:42 GMT-0000

Comments

[Xavier de Pedro 02 Dec 16 08:52 GMT-0000]

Hi Torsten, can you please retest with current 16.x, and make a show instance for a developer to be able to easily reproduce the issue if still there? (btw, were you using category perms, only global perms, or object perms also?). Well, when you setup the show instance, that question can be easily answered.

Thanks!

[Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 03 Dec 16 06:53 GMT-0000]

Hi Torsten, please create an instance.

anonymous can search perm?

[Fernando Torres 13 Feb 17 21:07 GMT-0000]

Hello, I’m having the same issue, but found out that the problem is the {filter} option in the List plugin. Without filtering, I’m able to see the elements in anonymous, but when I try to filter, nothing is shown. Same happens with trackerlist plugin!

[Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 14 Feb 17 06:27 GMT-0000]

Hi Fernando,
I have wiki pages displaying pluginList with filters that are visible for anonymous. I’m working on one: http://wiki.misgav.org.il and it is ok. (this one has 3 filters)

I really suggest you build an instance.

1/ It helps to understand
2/ It helps to fix
3/ Sometimes reproducing, we found better lead

Thanks

Attachments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>filename</th>
<th>created</th>
<th>hits</th>
<th>comment</th>
<th>version</th>
<th>filetype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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